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The Purpose of this Book.Many people feel overwhelmed by all the information they hear about
CoVid-19. You are worried about getting CoVid and you are worried about what will happen if
you become infected or if someone you love becomes infected. I also understand that for many
people, science was never their strength, so this book is written for the general public. As such
the real scientists and physicians reading this may think it is too basic for them; however, based
upon what I am seeing, I think this book is a good place for many of the scientists and physicians
to begin as well.This book is a brief look at CoVid-19. Where it came from; what tests to get and
when; how to reduce your risk of catching CoVid, and more importantly what are the treatments.
Like everything else, thanks to the lawyers, judges and Big Pharma, we begin this book by
saying in the American Tradition of CYA; This book is not providing you medical advice and it
does not replace your seeing your doctor. Although, you may want to take this book with you
when you see your doctor, since the reason so people are dying with CoVid-19 was first
explained by myself in 1994, then 1995, published in a Cardiology Textbook in 1999, more
published work in the early 2000’s and finally discussed on 20/20 in 2004. Despite all of the
presentations and publications patients have continued to be treated as if the only problem was
the virus itself. The reason for so many deaths is the untreated INFLAMMATION and BLOOD
CLOTTING occurring in response to the virus, particularly in people who have pre-existing
health problems that predispose them to the inflammation and blood clotting killing them.Our
research and more details about SARS-CoV-2 (aka CoVid-19) are discussed in the Unmasking
CoViD books written by myself.
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One of the many arguments proposed to make people feel better is that viruses aren’t real. If
they aren’t real they can’t hurt you and we can automatically return to “normal.” The problem
with this approach is that the grifters proposing this argument are making this up on the run.
Some of them will tell you that what scientists and physicians have found and are calling viruses
is nothing more than the body itself. These grifters will tell you that the virus is something called
an exosome. Exosomes ARE real but they aren’t viruses. One of the infamous people promoting
this ideal is Dr. Andrew Kaufman. Kaufman like many others claim that the genetic material
identified as CoVid-19 is really something made by us. They claim that CoVid-19 is nothing but a
hoax designed to control us and take away our personal freedoms. While I would not argue with
the idea that people in power, including many elected officials, are using this opportunity to
restrain us and take away personal freedoms, that doesn’t mean that the virus isn’t real.“Never



let a good crisis go to waste.” These words have been spoken by Winston Churchill, Rahm
Emanuel, Saul Alinsky, & Machiavelli In fact, if the elections of 2020 showed us anything, it was
that those in power, who proposed not stripping people of their personal freedoms, would be
held accountable by those willing to take those freedoms away. The simple use of fear was
enough to cost many of these elected officials re-election. But Kaufman is wrong when he
argues that CoVid and other viruses are exosomes. Exosomes are merely packets of material
put together by the cells of our body to warn our body of a problem – including viruses like
CoVid-19. Kaufman, like so many others including Robert O Young, who have no training or
experience in viruses declare that cells of our body are making these exosomes in response to
environmental harm like air and water pollution or 5-G. This argument is faulty on the very
surface because it suggests that in response to an external harm, our bodies are making
exosomes that cause more harm and killing people. Kaufman’s argument is that our body makes
harmful exosomes in response to harmful pollution and 5-G. In other words, our bodies are
killing us.
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bishop, “Excellent, factual, easy to read. This is a quick real, less than 30 minutes and will leave
you feeling informed, equipped, and hopefully much calmer about this virus and how to react..
Excellent, factual, easy to read. This is a quick real, less than 30 minutes and will leave you
feeling informed, equipped, and hopefully much calmer about this virus and how to react.”

Zach, “Was a little short. The material inside the book was good, I just wish it would of had more
information but the information it did provide was quality.”

Francz, “Informative and easy to understand!. Great summary of a complicated subject! It will
be even better to specify the dosage for the vitamin supplement. It would be a good start for
people to know the subject.”

Peter Huryn, “Simple. Very good. Simple book to understand”

The book by Dr. Richard M. Fleming has a rating of 5 out of 4.2. 20 people have provided
feedback.
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